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TOPIC 1 (intermediate level): BASIC SYNTAX OF CLAUSES I
A. Syntax of the subject: some of the following sentences are not well formed. Identify
the incorrect ones and REWRITE them so that they are correct. In the case of
sentences that you judge to be correct, simply tick the box marked ‘CORRECT’. [4
points total]
A. Syntax of the subject: some of the following sentences are not well formed. Identify
the incorrect ones and REWRITE them so that they are correct. In the case of
sentences that you judge to be correct, simply tick the box marked ‘CORRECT’. [4
points total]
a. [*According to many economists,] is necessary much greater investment in research
and development. 
>> [    ] INCORRECT ------> REWRITE:
Much greater investment in research and development is necessary.
b. [*According to many economists,] it is necessary much greater investment in research
and development. 
>> [    ] INCORRECT ------> REWRITE:
Much greater investment in research and development is necessary.
c. [According to many economists,] it is essential for the government to invest much
more in research and development.
>> [    ] CORRECT
d. [*In the opinion of many economists, the economy can only start growing again,] if
receives substantial investment in human capital and technology.
>> [    ] INCORRECT ------> REWRITE:
... if it receives substantial investment in human capital and technology.
e. [If economic growth does not return soon in the EU,] an even more serious crisis may
follow.
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>> [    ] CORRECT
f. [Many economists say that] it is only through investment in higher productivity that
Europe can become competitive and emerge from the current crisis.  
>> [    ] CORRECT
g. Developing high tech industries, for a number of reasons, is an important objective
[but not one that can be achieved in a short time].
>> [    ] CORRECT
h. [*If the government does not invest in research and development,] is not clear that
economic growth will improve much here in Italy.
>> [    ] INCORRECT ------> REWRITE:
.... it is not clear that economic growth will improve much here in Italy.
B. Passive clauses: write the PASSIVE versions of the following sentences. Begin the
passive sentence as shown. If no passive version is possible, write ‘NOT POSSIBLE’.
[2 points total]
a. At the moment, most people do not regard Italy as the best place in Europe to make
investments. 
>> At the moment, Italy is not regarded by most people as the best place in Europe to
make investments. 
>> At the moment, Italy is not normally/commonly regarded as the best place in
Europe to make investments. 
b. In the opinion of some economists, the European Union should create a powerful
investment bank as a way of stimulating growth. 
>> In the opinion of some economists, a powerful investment bank should be
created by the European Union/in the EU. 
c. At the present time, when it is a question of where to make investments, very few
people speak of Italy. 
>> At the present time, when it is a question of where to make investments, Italy is
spoken of by very few people. 
>> At the present time, when it is a question of where to make investments, Italy is
not generally/normally/commonly spoken of. 
>> At the present time, when it is a question of where to make investments, Italy is
not spoken of by many people.
 
C. Order of elements in the predicate (VP): some of the following sentences are not well
formed. Identify the ones that are incorrect  and REWRITE them. If you think that a
sentence is well-formed, simply simply tick the box marked  ‘CORRECT’. [2 points
total]
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1. [Today high tech industries are important.] *The government is investing in these
industries larger and larger sums of money. 
>> [    ] INCORRECT ------> REWRITE:
The government is investing larger and larger sums of money in these industries. 
2. [The importance of research and development is clear.] *So this year the government
is increasing by 17% its investments in this area.  
>> [    ] INCORRECT ------> REWRITE:
So this year the government is increasing its investments in this area by 17%.  
3. [Governments should not interfere in the private sector.] The Spanish government
adhered strictly to this principle.
>> [    ] CORRECT  
4. [Economic growth in the EU is very slow at the moment. Some economists argue
that] we must speed it up.
>> [    ] CORRECT
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TOPIC 2  (intermediate level): BASIC SYNTAX OF CLAUSES II 
A. Syntax of the negation: each of the sentences that follow contains an error that has
to do with the negation. In each case, REWRITE the sentence so that it is correct. [½ 
point for each item]
1. [??During the last world economic crisis in the 1920s] the private sector hadn’t
money to invest in economic growth.
>> the private sector didn’t have money to invest in economic growth.
>> the private sector didn’t have any money to invest in economic growth.
>> the private sector hadn’t got money to invest in economic growth.
>> the private sector had nï money to invest in economic growth.
2. *The Italian government doesn’t longer invest in research and development [as it did
in the 1950s and 60s]. 
>> The Italian government no longer invests in research and development. 
>> The Italian government doesn’t invest any longer/any more  in research and
development.
>> The Italian government doesn’t invest in research and development any
longer/any more.
3. *Because the Italian government not invests adequately in human capital, [certain
types of industry tend not to develop in Italy.]
>> Because the Italian government does not invest adequately in human capital ....
4. [The last Berlusconi government promised to increase investment in research and
development;] *but in the end it didn’t so.   
>> but in the end it didn’t do so. 
>> but in the end it didn’t. 
B. Order of elements - position of adverbs: in each item you are given a sentence (in the
box on the right) and an adverb (in the box on the left). REWRITE the sentence so that
it contains the adverb. [½  point for each item]
1. 
>> The European Commission clearly wants Greece to remain in the single currency
clearly
The European Commission wants Greece to
remain in the single currency.
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2.
>> In recent decades countries have normally devalued their currencies in cases
where they have become uncompetitive.
3. 
>> Many Greeks apparently have little desire to remain in the single currency.
The following is only acceptable if adverb is placed between commas:
>> Many Greeks have ,apparently, little desire to remain in the single currency.
4. 
>> Many journalists evidently do not believe that Greece will manage to remain in
the single currency.
The following is only acceptable if adverb is placed between commas:
>> Many journalists do not believe,  evidently, that Greece will manage to remain in
the single currency.
5. 
normally
In recent decades countries have devalued
their currencies in cases where they have
become uncompetitive.
apparently
Many Greeks have little desire to remain in
the single currency.
evidently
Many journalists do not believe that Greece
will manage to remain in the single currency.
clearly
The Germans do what is in their interests.
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>> The Germans clearly do what is in their own interests.
C. Order of elements - interrogative clauses. TRANSFORM the sentences or clauses in
bold type into polar interrogatives (‘yes-no questions’). [½  point for each item]
EXAMPLE: 
[People in Europe are wondering:] the economic situation will be better next year.
 >> ... will the economic situation be better next year?
1. [Doubts are now commonly expressed about the role of Germany in the crisis, and
many people are now asking:] Germany had a real chance to solve the Greek
problem back in 2009.
>> did Germany have  a real chance to solve the Greek problem back in 2009?
2. [The Germans said that in 2011 they worked hard to help Greece:] but they really did
their best. 
>> but did they really do their best?
3. [The Americans are concerned about the possibility of Greece abandoning the euro:]
they have a lot of money invested in the country. 
>> do they have a lot of money invested in the country?
4. [Money must now be invested in increasing productivity.] But governments can
really achieve this at a time of economic crisis. 
>> But can governments really achieve this at a time of economic crisis?
D. Syntax of auxiliary verbs: each of the sentences that follows contains an error.
REWRITE them so that in each case the error is removed. [½  point for each item]
 1. *Since 2000 the Italian economy is grown only very slowly. 
>>Since 2000 the Italian economy has grown only very slowly
2. [*Some people say that] Germany and France are not been generous enough with
Greece and Portugal.
>> .. Germany and France have not been generous enough with Greece and Portugal.
E. Verb agreement: in each of the sentences that follow the verb is given in the infinitive
form (in square brackets). The task consists in writing it in the correct form (for the
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sentence in question).[½  point for each item] 
1. The majority of Eurozone countries .......................... [ MAKE  -  present progressive ]
a serious effort to reduce their deficits. 
>> The majority of Eurozone countries are making ...
2. The number of Eurozone countries in serious economic difficulty ........................
............ [INCREASE - present progressive ], and this is worrying. 
>> The number of Eurozone countries in serious economic difficulty is increasing....
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TOPIC 3  (intermediate level): Noun Phrases I
A. Use of determiners: the text extract that follows contains a number of items in square
brackets. These contain nouns (in some cases together with modifiers) but no
determiners. The task consists in formulating them as full Noun Phrases (NPs),
adding a determiner if necessary. INSERT one of the following: the, a, some, i (= no
determiner - NB: if you mean ‘no determiner’ you must use this symbol; a space left
blank will be interpreted as ‘no answer’). Write your answers directly in the spaces
provided inside the square brackets. [1/3 point for each item]
The UK and the Single Currency
The United Kingdom does not participate in the European single currency, and
in [                  i                 England ] in particular [           i             enthusiasm  ] has
never been strong. It was not strong back in [         the             1990s ], when the
currency was still just an idea on paper, and today - in the middle of the most serious
economic crisis of [                      the                        postwar period ] -  it is less
strong than ever.  Indeed, the prevailing attitude among [          the          British ] has
always been [         i         scepticism ], and there are many reasons for this, some of
them with a firm basis in [        i        economics ]. Many people for example are
convinced that it is simply not possible for two economies like Germany and Greece,
which are so strikingly different for example in [        i              size ] and in [         i    
productivity ], to share the same currency. Sooner or later, it is argued, the economic
tensions between the partners will become so strong that one (or other) of them will
have no choice but to abandon [               the                  currency union ] and return
to its national currency. Many people claim that this is exactly what we are witnessing
now in the case of Greece. [                      i                         austerity measures ] are
always unpopular, and in Greece they may be creating a massive shift in public
opinion against the single currency.  
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B. Structure of NP: each of the sentences that follow contains some incorrect Noun
Phrase (NP) formulation. The first three cases have to do with the countability of
nouns; the second three centre on the Genitive Construct and the Nominal
Premodifier. In each case, REWRITE the appropriate part of the sentence so that it is
correct. [1/3  point for each item]
1. *All the Eurozone countries are trying to avoid an even worse unemployment than
we have at the moment.
>> even worse unemployment than we have at the moment
2. *Unfortunately we are expecting another bad news about low economic growth in
the first half of 2012.
>> further bad news about low economic growth in the first half of 2012
>> more bad news about low economic growth in the first half of 2012
>> some more bad news about low economic growth in the first half of 2012
3. *Low economic growth is important aspect of the situation, [while poor investment
is another].
>> an important aspect of the situation
4. *A World Bank senior official was not willing to comment on the Italian growth
estimates for 2012.
>> A senior World Bank official 
>> A senior official of the World Bank 
>> One of the World Bank’s senior officials
5. *World Bank’s offices in Rome are not open to the general public. 
>> the World Bank’s offices in Rome  
>> the World Bank’s Rome offices  
>> the Rome offices of the World Bank  
6. *The senior World Bank’s economic advisor has again criticised the Italian
government for its failure to invest in research and development. 
>> The World Bank’s senior economic advisor 
>> The senior World Bank economic advisor 
>> The senior economic advisor of/at the World Bank 
. Integrated Relative Clauses: in each of the items you will find a sentence with a gap
and (in square brackets below) some extra information. The task is to formulate this
extra information as an integrated relative clause. REWRITE the whole sentence with
the relative clause in place of the gap.  [½ point for each item]
EXAMPLE: The letter .............................. contains a cheque.
[x letter arrived this morning]
>> The letter that arrived this morning contains a cheque.
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1. Countries .............................. need to invest in technology and human capital. 
[ the economies of x countries are not growing ]
>> Countries whose economies are not growing ..................
[>> Countries the economies of which are not growing ..................]
2. In the modern globalised world, the main principle .............................. is investing
money in research and development.  
[economic growth is based on x principle]
>>In the modern globalised world, the main principle on which economic growth is
based ....................
 >>In the modern globalised world, the main principle which economic growth is
based on ....................
 >>In the modern globalised world, the main principle that economic growth is based
on ....................
 >>In the modern globalised world, the main principle economic growth is based on
....................
 
3.  Countries....................................................... need to increase their competitiveness.  
[ x countries have low economic growth and high unemployment ]
>> Countries which/that have low economic growth and high unemployment ....
4. The Eurozone is an economic area  ...................................... . 
[ full mobility of workers has not yet been achieved in x economic area ]
>> The Eurozone is an economic area in which full mobility of workers has not yet
been achieved.
>> The Eurozone is an economic area where full mobility of workers has not yet
been achieved.
[colloquial only >> The Eurozone is an economic area that full mobility of workers
has not yet been achieved in.]
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TOPIC 4  (intermediate level): Verb Tenses
A. Selecting verb tenses: the short text extract that follows has blank spaces in place of
some of the original verbs (and their accompanying auxiliaries). In each case, the
original lexical verb is given  (as an infinitive) inside square brackets. The task is to
INDICATE the correct form of the verb (adding any auxiliaries/modals that are
necessary). Write your solution in the space provided. [½  point for each item]
Competitive Devaluation
Before the introduction of the euro, Italy had [ HAVE] its own currency. At
that time the cost of living tended/was tending[ TEND ] to increase a little each year,
and wages were increased [  INCREASE - passive ] regularly to compensate for this.
Naturally these increases in wages contributed[ CONTRIBUTE ]  to increases in the
overall costs of production, which ended up [ END ] up making Italian export goods
more expensive on the international market. In this situation, the risk was always the
same: that Italy’s exports would/might fall [ FALL ], causing a drop in industrial
production and, ultimately, unemployment. The solution to this problem was to
devalue the currency, thus ensuring that the prices of Italian goods abroad remained
competitive. 
Since the introduction of the single currency, everything has changed [
CHANGE ]  from this point of view, and these ‘competitive devaluations’ - as they
had begun/began [ BEGIN ] to be known at the time - have become [  BECOME ]
impossible. In effect, by no longer being in control of its own currency Italy has lost [
LOSE ] an important part of its economic sovereignty. By contrast, the UK, which did
not join the euro, has maintained  [ MAINTAIN ]  full economic sovereignty to this
day: it controls[ CONTROL ] its own currency and can devalue it if necessary. 
B. Verb tenses and time adverbials: each of the examples that follow contains an error
in the use of verb tenses and  time adverbials. In each case, REWRITE the sentence so
that it is correct and so that the meaning is the one intended. [2 points total ]
1. [The Italian government’s growth plan is frequently criticised; *foreign journalists in
particular say that] in its present form it is leaving much to be desired. 
>> in its present form it  leaves much to be desired
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2. *Since fifteen years the Italian economy does not grow more than 1% a year.
>> For fifteen years the Italian economy has not grown more than 1% a year
>> For fifteen years the Italian economy has not been growing more than 1% a year
[further possibility >> Since 1997/fifteen years ago the Italian economy has not
grown more than 1% a year]
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